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Record Enrollment Set This Year
Civilian To Cadet

Blalock Choice Sat Eve Post
Ail-American; Butler, Fritts
Mentioned As Potential Choice
Predicts Orange Bowl Chance
By DICK BREELAND
Jumping: Joe Blalock, stellar
junior end and spark plug of
the Tiger team, was this week
named end on The Saturday
Evening Post's AP.-American
First Team by Francis Wallace, sports prophet for the
weekly.
In his article "Pigskin Preview," Wallace named
"Butch" Butler as one of the
year's supersophomores, with
a probable Ail-American future.
Placing Clemson as leading
contender with Duke for the
top place among Southern colleges, Wallace named George
Fritts, hard-hitting Tiger tao"kle,
as a probable AU-American.
Other Clemson men given
"cream-of-the-crop"
ratings
were Charlie Timmons, George
Chipley, Marion Wood, "Booty"
Payne, and Charlie Wright.

In predicting the teams to
play in the bowl games this
year Wallace named Clemson
and Boston College as Orange
Bowl contestants. A strong '39
Tiger team, it will be remembered, met and defeated Boston College in the
Cotton
Bowl, and a second bowl encounter between the two schools
should be a thriller.
"Clemson will have twenty
lettermen
returning,"
says
Wallace,
"all with a good
chance to stick, as this is an
all-male R. O. T. C. school.
Joe Blalock is an end of AllAmerican caliber. There will
be a sophomore back named
"Butch" Butler, recommended as potentially the best in
Clemson history—good enough,
recalling

one Banks

McFad-

den, who came from there."

—An Editorial™

The Tiger hereby adds its voice to the protest of a
small minority of thinking Students against the brutality
practiced in informal fraternity initiations at Clemson College. The season for initiations is here, so it is time for
action.
We can see no possible reason for such occurrences
as is pictured above. Such practices, along with the mild
habits old fraternity members have of forcing pledges to
chew tobocco and a mixture of peanuts, to swallow overdoses of laxatives and to walk miles back to school after
being stranded, half clothed, in unfamiliar surroundings,
belong back in the Spanish Inquisition. There are other
little niceties in their bag of tricks, but the Post MasterGeneral would object to a public airing of these atrocities.
We call upon the student leaders of this institution
to act to stop this. There is no possible gain in subjecting
a classmate to personal degradation that these initiations
always entail.

Rogers Suffers Thompson Construction Company Is New System Of
Awarded Contract For New Stadium Dance Placing
From Typhus
Work To Begin Before End Of Week

End Coach Tom Rogers, of Clemson, a patient at the Anderson
County Hospital, was yesterday reported "slightly improved" although
his condition is still regarded as
critical by hospital attaches.
Admitted to the hospital Monday
with what was thought to be a case
of sun-stroke, a diagnosis disclosed
that he is suffering from non-contagious typhus fever thought to
have been contracted from a flea
bite in south Georgia. He will probably not be able to return to duty
with the Clemson staff this season.
Rogers, a former all-Southern
Conference end at Duke came to
Clemson from Wake Forest last
year to succeed Coach Bob Jones,
of Starr, now on active army duty
at Fort Jackson.

Freshmen Asked
To Tiger Tryouf
All freshmen interested in
becoming members of The Tiger
reportorial, business, circulation
or radio staffs are requested to
meet in The Tiger Office directly behind the telegraph office in the Main Building after
dinner Friday.
Members of the various staffs
will be on hand to confer with
freshmen before they definitely
choose the branch in which
they wish to work.

Actual work on Clemson's new $115,000 football
stadium will begin this week, according to Professor H.
E. Glenn, engineer. The contract was signed last Friday with the understanding that work was to begin
at once.
The contract for the construction of the stadium
proper having a seating capacity of 20,500 persons, was
let to the C. W. Thompson Construction Company of
Greenwood, S. C. The Thompson Company submitted
the lowest bid which amounted to $104,315. The erection of fences, construction of dressing and rest rooms
beneath the stadium, and grading of the field will be
under the supervision of the college authorities. "This
work alone," said Professor Glenn, "Will cost something like $10,000 to $15,000."
Work is already under way for the completion of a
roadway running from the Clemson-Anderson highway
to the stadium. This road is so designed that it will
prevent traffic congestion at the games. The stadium
is to be completed in time for the beginning of th#
football season next year, according to the local authorities.

Pooles Feed
825 Freshmen

Than Enrolled This
Date Last Year
With, registration practically completed by Monday
night, Clemson this week
launched its forty-ninth scholastic year with a total enrollment of 2,263, Registrar
G. E. Metz said last night.
Some few late comers were
expected to increase the figure slightly later on this
week.
Enrollment figures show a
total of twenty-five more students than for the same date
last year and forty-nine fewer upperclassmen. Of the total of 2,263 students, 836
are classified as freshmen
and 1,427 as upperclassmen.
The freshman orientation
period occupied the first
week, with classes beginning
for freshmen, Monday morning.
Upperclassmen, who returned • Monday, registered
for classes Tuesday and began the regular scholastic
schedule Wednesday morning.
Mariculation and registration this year was facilitated
by the extraordinary number of cadet officers^and noncommissioned officers who
were required to report early for this purpose.

Six New General
Science Profs
Dr. Daniel To
ded Faculty
Speak Today
At College.

Dr. D. W. Daniel, Bean emeritus
of the Clemson College school of
general
science, will
make the
main address at the formal opening of Anderson College at exercises in the
college auditorium
this morning at 10:30 o'clock.
Dr. Annie D. Denmark, college
president, will preside, deliver the
welcome address, and introduce the
speaker. The proceedings will be
broadcast over
Radio
Station
WAIM.
Special
music will be rendered
by Miss Kathryn Culyer, director
of the voice department, accompanied by Miss Lillian
Stroud,
Dean S. B. Earle of the Clem- pianist. Miss Frances Dougherty,
son College School of Engineering new member of the music faculty,
has announced the appointments will play several piano selections.
of four new instructors in the departments
of
engineering
and
architecture for the 1941-42 college year.
Harold R. Martin, of Ames, Iowa,
and a graduate of Kansas Stafe
College, has been appointed In
structor of mechanical engine jring, replacing J. B. T. Downs, who
resigned, and I. A. Trively, a University of Nebraska graduate from
Banks McFadden, former ClemLincoln, Nebraska, is to replace son All-American, returned
this
C. N. Gaylord, resigned, as 4a- week from a Rock Hill hospital
structor of civil engineering.
where he was recovering from inLouis Scheib, New York Univer- juries received in a wreck this
sity graduate from Brooklyn, has summer.
been assigned to the position of
The Two-Time All-American said
instructor of mechanical engi that he would remain at Clemson
neering. He will perform
the until time for another check-up
duties of Professor J. H. Sams, now on his injuries.
on military leave. H. H. Wiss has
been appointed to the newly creat
ed position of instructor in architecture. Mr. Wiss is a graduate of
Rensellaer Polytechnic Institute
where, he completed work for his
B S. and Master of Architecture
degrees.

McLeod Named Four New Profs
Annual Dance Schedule Made CDA Senior Staff In Engineering

The Central Dance Association has announced the
dance schedule for this year which will be subject to minor
changes, Jake Colvin, president, said today.
The schedule:
Tiger Ball
Autumn Ball
Military Ball
Mid-Winters

October 17 &18
Nov. 14 & 15
...Dec 12 & 13
Feb. 6 & 7

|

I

Block C
Taps Ball
Junior-Senior
Finals

March 13 &
April 17 &
May 8 &
May

14
18
9
30

Kirk McLeod, general science
senior from Sumter, was last we?k
named chairman in charge of
placing on the Central Dance Association, student social governing body. McLeod replaces Arthur
Delany, of Greenville who was unabel to attend school this year.

Rat Hop Honors Freshman Class

The first step in becoming a freshman
cadet is losing hair. Then the doctors pass
on candidates for the ROTC. And last, the
freshman is welcomed into the student
body by President Robert Franklin Poole.
(Photos by John Harvey.)

By UNCLE WALTER
"No Military action will be
taken to prevent cadets Yoo
Hooing," is the manner in which
informed sources last night interpreted the strict silence of
the Commandant's office on the
problem which has been recently faced fcy the regular
Army.
Tiger reporters were unable
to reach Colonel Pool for a
statement. Aides in his office
said that the Colonel was in a
prolonged,conference with cadet
military leaders. The Tiger was
unable to learn the subject of
this forty-hour conference, but
informed sources again said that
the Colonel was arranging for
the appointment of rat sergeants from the Freshman
class.
The only definite statement
was a sergeant's threat to bust
the Editor for wearing cits in
the Commandant's office.

Approximately 825 members of
the PYeshman class were entertained at a lawn party given at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. Poole
last Wednesday evening.
Freshmen were introduced to* the
President and
campus
student
leaders.
Ice cream,
cake
and
Dance dates of the cadets will punch was served.
be placed under a new system
for all dances to be held here in
the future, Kirk McLeod, Central
Dance Association Placing Chairman, announced to-day.
Dates for Rat Hop will be' placer" in the Field House Hostess
rooms, McLeod said. Cadets intending to place dates should reserve rooms Friday afternoon between two and four o'clock, at
the Field House.
A fee of one
Six new professors have been
dollar will be charged, but this elected to the General
Science
covers linen-sheets,
pillow
and faculty, Major S. Maner Martin,
cases, towels, blankets; soap; and chairman of the governing committee,
announced; to-day.
One
maid service.
other professor is yet to be elected,
"The rooms, with innerspring Major Martin said.
The new men are Dr. A. V. Perbeds, will accomodate about fiftysching, physics; Dr. J, S. Meares,
four girls," McLeod said.
For larger dances, the newly change Professor in Physics; Professor E. G. Ross, English; Proconstructed emergency hospital will fessor E. J. Brown, Mathmatics;
be used.
and Professors E. M. Lander, Jr.
i -\d H. F Stepp, Social Sciences,

Jit Or Sit—

By HARRIS HOLLIS
Are you a freshman?
If you are there's a dance
to be given in your honor at
the Clemson field house this
week-end. The affair will be
the annual Rat Hop given by
Clemson's social governing
body, the Central Dance Association and will feature
typical Clemson swing blended with smooth rhythm to be
furnished by our own dance
orchestra, the Jungaleers.
As tradition has it all baldheaded students will be allowed to break without the
usual formal introduction,
the shaved head constituting
the authority. But regardless
of whether or not you are a

Cadets May Yoo Enrollment Set
Hoo, Silence In At 1M May
Greater
Military Ranks Become
Twenty-Five More

freshman you are cordially
invited to be there.
Led by Maestro Lewis Cox,
the Jungaleers have prepped
for the occasion and rumors
have it that the band will be
in the proverbial groove by
Friday night. During past
years the Jungaleers have
gained fame all over the
South for their smooth orchestrations.
Jake Colvin, president of
the CDA, and Johnny New,
publicity director, today invited all faculty members to
attend the dances and serve
as chaperones.
,
Sponsors for the two dance
series will be Miss Carolyn
Nicholson of Winthrop for
President Jake Colvin; Miss

Dorothy Douglas of Augusta,
for Treasurer Jack Klink;
Miss Emily Platt of Conway
for Publicity Director John
New; Miss Fritiz Rigby of
Winthrpp for Decoratcr Gilbert O'Brien; Miss Margaret
Burgess of Sumter for Placing Chairman Kirk McLeod;
Miss LaNelle Penny of Sumter for Floor Chairman Olin
Dorn; and Miss Mary Smith
of Greenville for Decorator
Ed White.
This dance will be the first
of nine dances to be given by
the Central Dance Association during the year in which
several name bands will be
booked
for performances,
Publicity Man New said.

Both dances will be informal, but those wearing civilian
clothes must wear a ccat and
those wearing the uniforms
will be allowed to come in
shirt sleeves provided the
necktie is also worn, Colvin
advised.
The Friday night dance
will start at nine and will
continue until two while the
Saturday night dance runs
from eight 'til twelve.
Corsages may be purchased from New at $1.00 and
up. The block ticket will cost
$2.50 while the Friday night
ticket is $1.50 and the Saturday price, $1.25. There will
be no tea dance as a result
of the Clemson-P. C. football
game.

McFadden Back
From Hospital

Faculty Affair
By Clemson V
First Family
Dr. and Mrs. Poole honored new
members of the faculty with a
reception at their home last night
at eight o'clock. There are sixteen new faculty members for this
session.
All residents of the community
were invited to the reception, which
was the first faculty affair of the
current year-

I'm glad you condescended
to come over.
—Ward
You just barely missed rating that 4.
—Metz
I didn't study this summer;
Just existed in different places.
—R. Taylor
It's only because I love you
that I'm signing you up.
—Rhyne
My assistant! worked me
this time.
—•GeoOiUa
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BULL
The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper; its claim
Another school year nas rolled
"The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on circula- around, and with it comes an intion, comment, and eneral attitude of those who read The Tiger. terrupted flow of news and choice
Entered as Second Class Matter at the postoffice, Clemson, S. C.
bits of anecdotery from our neignboring and distant fellow alma
__
EDITOR
WALTER s. MCDONALD
mammys (We hope).
CO-EDITOR
C. B. LESESNE
Winthrop, Converse, and other
MANAGING EDITOR
HARRIS W. HOLLIS
female institutions of higher learnGEORGE E. THOMPSON
BUSINESS MANAGER ing are already resounding with
LARRY W. COKER
SJORTS EDITOR the thud of Cadet officers boots
MILES R. HUNTER
_
ASSOCIATE EDITOR and the sparkle of diamonds, but
GEORGE F. GOBLET
ASSOCIATE EDITOR tons and whatnot gayly displayed
CHARLES K. WRIGHT
DISTRIBUTION MANAGER upon youthful shoulders for tao
O. DONALD MARVIN
CIRCULATION MANAGER first time. All over the country
professors are sharpening their red
J. M. KLINCK
RADIO EDITOR
penc.ls as well as their wits in
R. L. BREELAND
NEWS EDITOR preparedness for the battle of inT. K. CRIBB
FEATURE EDITOR tegrity about tobegin, while IPJ. B. MANLY
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR keepers and tavern owners smile
JUDSON CHAPIN
FEATURE WRITER sardonically and rub their hands
B. A. CHESTOCHOWSKI
ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR as they lay in great huge stores
R. G. HUFFORD
STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER of liquid refreshment. Indeed, the
C. R. DUNCAN
ADVERTISING MANAGER scholastic year of 1941-42 is under
L. T. RAWLS
ASSISTANT DISTRIBUTION MANAGER way
MORE BULL
W. B. CAMP, H. M. SIMONS
STAFF REPORTERS
Georgia Tech and Emory UniG. S. MONTGOMERY, J. M. HENDERSON
ADVERTISING versity are deadly rivals and are
constantly coming to grips wioh
each other Their bitterness often
promulgates such low and basic ex
hibitions as street fights and tavThis newspaper suggests the discontinuance of "Fresh- ern brawls.
man Stunt Night" among future freshman 'classes. We
One night a Tech boy and an
suggest this because we have seen three of them and we Emery boy met face to face in
are convinced that they have nothing constructive and in- an alley. Each of the boys had
his hand firmly encircled about
terfacing to offer to the public. Instead, during our three the neck of a Hudepohl beer botyears here this program has consistently leaned toward tle. Each raised his bottle menacingly and glowered at the othe".
vulgarity.
to hestitate—down came the bottle
Saturday night's program proved to be no different Suddenly
the Emory boy. seemed
from the rest. In a mixed crowd incidents occurred during to his side. Squaring his shoulders
the program that as an insult to the minds of right think- he looked straight into the eyes
of the Tech boy and said.
ing people. /
"What are we? Men or Mice?
We wish clearly to say that this newspaper does not Let's put down these bottles and
indict or cast reflection on the integrity of those in charge fight like men!"
The Georgia boy threw his botof the program since we realize that freshman under such
tle away.
conditions are prone to run wild.
Emory boy bashed the GeorWe believe that it is brought about by a lack of co- giaThe
boy on the head with his and
ordinated effort, on the part of those performing. We feel gayly walked away.
that those freshmen who made themselves a part of the
STILL MORE
A Carolina student, still thinkdisgraceful show should make it a point to learn that a
ing he was in summer school, had
Clemson cadet is a gentleman.
consumed so much alcohol one eveUnless future freshmen classes are aware of this The ning that he had reached the point
Tiger suggests to those students on the campus that they of saturation. Singing to himself
spend those two hours in wholesome entertainment at a he staggered from a local establishment, walked to the curb, pu;
movie in the YMCA.
one foot • in the gutter, the other
CAC
on the curb and began to wa'.K
down the street. A protectorate of
the law chanced to see him and
after him.
Clemson has one institution that she can afford to be callaa
"Hey. Bud! Why are you walking
egotistically enthusiastic about. The best fancy drill platoon one foot in the gutter?"
"On thank goodness!" gurgled
in air the United States. Boasting some of the most intrithe drunk, "I thought I was a
cate and fancy drill formations that have ever been dis- cripple."
played in the South, it has created much comment from its
AND MORE
spectators. Since its formation about ten years ago one of A Furman student who had just
its primary-purposes has been to drill during intermission taken three re-exams was awaiting the outcome of said quizes. If
at football games.
he failed any of them he would
But here's the sad angle: With the exception of a couple not be allowed to enter for tin;
of trips to Tulane and Memphis its scope has been somewhat coming year. As he paced the floor
the deans outer office, knee
limited to neighboring colleges a'nd towns because of a of
deep in cigarette butts, there con
lack of financial support. And yet it is one of Clemson's stantly appeared before him *n
apparition of that telltale yellow
best methods of advertising herself.
Our football team will go to Boston October 11 to play blank which reads: "You will not
be allowed to enter college this
Boston College. With them should go the Senior platoon coming year."
to show those Eagles what Clemson has besides one of the i Til? poor boy's friends were all
best football teams in the nation. In order to do this it will gathered about him all doing their
best to console him. They were
involve expense and the platoon has no income of its own. sure
everything would be all rignt.
What can we do?
Suddenly the door of the deans
The Tiger suggest a campaign to raise the funds. We office opened. A tense silence feU
of the Tiger staff are eager to cooperate with the mem- over the room as a yellow sli:>
of paper was handed- our unfortubers of the platoon to start the drive. What do you say fel- nate scholar. With trembling hands1
lows? Let's show the world our platoon.
he unfolded the horrible thing,
all too well knowing what was inH. W. H.
side.
CAC
Suddenly he . burst into gails of
laughter ... He laughter until
the tears rolled down his cheeKS.
■What was, it?" his friends beg^
The .American people are very slow in realizing what ged!
to other people are obvious truths.
"Hi Ha!" he roared, "My mothThis statement has been borne out time and again by er died!"
BEAT OUT
History. The latest example of our inability to catch on is
We've heard of all kinds of ways
well illustrated by the attitude Americans take toward to beat out of drill but a fellow
that went to the University .if
Hitler.
Kentucky a couple of years ago
We should love Hitler.
beat them all when he went to
Reasons? There are reasons aplenty. A few of them the military department and proved to them that he was born in
follow:
He has taken our young men out of the streets and Canada. Since he had never been
naturalized he claimed that they
pool halls and put them in nice, comfortable camps. Mil- could
not make him drill. To his
lions of men have been employed making munitions/ and delighi the Army agreed with him
supplies as a result of Hitler's activities. His battles pro- and he returned to his room very
His elation did not last
vide something interesting to read about in the papers. happ\.
very long, however, for he later
And last, but not least, he gives us something to talk about, received a bill for $65 back tuition,
and elarned that non-citizen fees
other than the weather.
would cost- him $104 for his four
CAC
years at college. He was very philosophical about the whole matthought;, and was heard to say
"In the old days, a girl who couldn't get a husband got ter,
that they would, have found out
a job." So did the girl who got a husband.
about it sooner or later anyway.
BACCHUS FOR ME
A coed at the University of North
"The wicked British invaders trample on the rights of Carolina
who was taking a course
neutrals" means: "They beat'us to it this-time."
in editorial writing, turned in a
paper in which she used the folFailing to salute a lieutenant isn't the worst social of- lowing expression: "As I rise from
the arms of Morpheus in the mornfense. Try failing to call an illiterate hill-billy "Mister."
ing—-.' To her misfortune she spelled Morpheus in the same way in
What a life! It takes forty years of fine character to which Murphy is spelled. The next
time she met the class the profes
build a good face. Then you lose your teeth, and phooey.
sor demanded of her, "Who is this
Murphy out of whose arms thou
But if a radio commentator will lie about some pro- dost arise each morn?"
I DON'T
duct, how do'you know he is telling the truth about the
There are a million versions of
news ?
this one but we snag it from the
waste-basket and reprint it here
"A carbon srlobe at the ceiling is still burning after in the hope that there is someone
who hasn't seen it.
twenty-five years."—Adv. With that accumulation of fly somewhere
To flirt is very wrong;
fly specks on it, how can you tell?
I don't.
Wild youths chase women, wine
Thinking America not in danger at least saves our and song;
I don't.
pride. We hate to think of little England fighting to save
I kiss no girls, not even one;
us from something.
I don't even know how it is done;
You wouldn't think I have much
fun;

It's Not Worth It

Our Senior Platoon

Why We Should Love Hitler

It cost over $21,000 to kill a man in the last war. This
I don't.
time the cost is doubled. It's getting so it isn't worth it.
HERE'S ONE FOR THE BOOK!
Their best weapon is a big gun, behind heavy armor,
on a caterpillar truck which carries a heavily armed crew.
And we have nothing like it.
Last year: "Darn the wicked Russians!" Now: "Take
it easy; the nice Russians will save us."

The head of Michigan State's
Poultry husbandry (who ever heard
of poultry having husbands?) ds
partment has a scheme for putting chickens on a 12-hour working day by means of an alarm
clock attachment. He says that bygetting them up two hours earlier
they will eat more food and las

Talk of the Town I Book
Leaves
By HARRIS HOLLIS

In taking over the helm of this time honored column
I feel like a person treading on hallowed ground. To me,
an attempt to transfer my feeble efforts toward that of
writing a column is little short of murder. Though I never
expect to acquire a master touch I shall attempt to lend
my efforts toward that far away goal until another genius
such as was my predecessor appears..
Last Friday night I had the privilege of participating
in what I believe to be a step forward in Clemson administration—student relationship policy. We had the pleasure of being one of a student group who had the Opportunity of expressing student views with our able president,
Dr. Robert Franklin Poole, our commandant Colonel Herbert M. Pool, and our YMCA secretary, P. B. Holtzendorff,
at a conference in the club room of the YMCA.
These men believe that college students have a right to
express their frank opinion of how the school is being run
by the administration, and by the students. Out of conferences such as this they hope to find ways to make the students more interested in Clemson, ways to give them more
power in student government, ways to insure the spirit
that has made Clemson the individual institution it has
always been—despite its tremendous growth in recent
years.
Dr. Poole invited all students to come by his office
and make suggestions as to
what they think can be done
by the administration to improve the college, what can
be done to improve the morale.
Colonel Pool and Mr. Holtzendorff reiterated in effect
the words of the president,
with reference to the military 'department and the activities of the YMCA.
We appreciate their positions as well as those of our
own and were glad of the
opportunity
of
sharing
views.
ON DRINKING
Action by the senior disciplinary council with regards to drinking will be
much the same as the policy
adopted by last year's council. Upon the direction of the
council, Chairman
Julian
Dusenbury has requested the
conscientious cooperation of
all cadet officers in enforcing this policy.
In brief the policy is this:
No student will be allowed
to have in his possession in
barracks alcoholic beverages
of any sort; WHILE WEARING THE COLLEGE UNIFORM, no cadet will allow
himself to become intoxicated at any public gathering
(including football games)
on or away from the campus, or whether in uniform
or civilian clothes at dances.
Any cadet found on the campus under the influence of
intoxicating beverages will be
severely disciplined.
This question is not a moral one. The senior council,
according to Dusenbury, does
not intend to dictate to the
individual. If he wishes to
drink, that is his business,
but when he places the integrity of the college at stake,
the problem ceases to be one
of the individual student.

NEWBOY
It would be a physical impossibility to publish the first
issue of The Tiger without
including at least one freshman story. Whatever else
you find in this issue, my
favorite is this:
Having been instructed by
his company
commander
that he salute all senior officers, a conscientious freshman, upon leaving the mess
hall with a piece of pie in
his right hand, saluted a
passing senior officer with
his left hand.
"Freshman, you salute with
your right hand instead of
your left," said the officer.
"But what am I going to
do with the pie ?"
This one has been the
rounds but "for the benefit
of those who haven't heard
it yet, here it is:
During the recent war
maneuvers in Tennessee a
young lady was stopped by
a soldier as she tried to drive
across a bridge in that area.
"I'm sorry, madam, you
can't cross the bridge. It's
been blowrr" up by enemy
fire."
The bewildered girl turned
around and started back. On
the roadside was another soldier.
"Young man will you tell
me why I can't cross that
bridge."
The soldier replied, "I can't'
tell you a thing, lady, I've
been dead three days."
WEEK'S OUTSTANDING
CADET
The engineering sophomore
who wrote home to his dad
and
said: "Dear Dad, am
changing
to
agriculture.
Please send me $100 to buy
a mule."
REMARK OF THE WEEK
"Duck your cigarettes boys,
here comes the senior council.

Tom Clemson
COL. H. M. POOL:
I would like to take this occassion at the opening of school to
make a suggestion, that I believe
would prove of benefit to the college and at the same time aid in
National Defense co-operation.
As you know, lights in the new
barracks are operated by switch
boxes on each hall. I would suggest that, by having the Senior
Tap inspector extinguish the hall
lights after Taps check-up, a substansial saving to the
College
would be realized during the course
of the year.
Most cadets have finished studying and are in bed at this time,
but the remaining fe wwould not
be inconviencend, for room lights
could be left on.
Respectfully,
Tom Clemson

To The Board of Trustees
Gentlemen:
We have already expressed our
appreciation of your action' in adding a regulation raincoat to our
regular uniform.
The coat which you selected is
far better looking and of much
better material than we thought
possible for the money.
In addition to providing each
cadet with a servicable garment
at low cost, you have improved
the rainy-day appearance of corps
a great deal.
There has been much favorable
comment, on the coat from the
corps. We take this opportunity
of thanking you and other members of the administration who
made it possible.
Sincerely,
Tom Clemson

more eggs.
We think the idea of getting up
earlier so you can eat more food
is pretty good, but as for tha
rest of the scheme, we'll leave
that to the chickens.
RULES FOR HANDLING A WOMAN BY ELECTRICITY
If she talks too long—INTERRUPTER.
If she wants to be an angel—»
TRANSFORMER.
If she is picking your pockets—
DETECTOR.
If she wants to meet you half
way -RECEIVER.

If she gets too excited—CONTROLLER.
If she goes up in the air—CONDENSER.
If she sings unharmoniously—
TUNER.
If she wants chocolates—FEEDER. ■
If she is out Of town—DISCHARGER.
If she is too fat—REDUCER.
If she is wrong—RECTIFIER.
If she gossips too much—REGULATOR.
If she becomes upset—REVERSER.

EMBEZZLED HEAVEN
By FRANZ WERFEL
Those who admire and appreciate
the brilliant novels of Franz Werfel were shaken recently by rumors
that he v/as one of the first emigres
in France to be shot by the Germans. Then we heard with joy that
the rumor was not true, that he
had been spirited away to Lisbon.
And now the glad news that he is
here—here in this country.
Divining what his life must long
have been, we naturally open his
new book expecting another of the
stones of Nazi oppression of lifein-hiding, of pursuits, secret police,
escapes. Not at all. Never was there
better proof than Embezzled Heaven
of the ability of the literary artist
to create no matter what his material surroundings, a living, logical,
authentic world that does not exist
in literally reality. Yet where have
we any of us met any human being
more literally real than the gnarled,
sei:-centered old cook, who is the
central figure of this rare and beautiful novel?
Originality is, perhaps, the most
striking quality of Embezzled Heaven, from the tantalizing and inexplicable title to the last moving
page. Old Teta, shrewd, hard, ignorant, stubborn, strong and human,
human, human, is unlike any heroine we have met in fiction. Her preposterously crafty attempt to buy a
sure place for herself in heaven is
no theme ever before used as the
core of any novel. There is, astonishingly, no love story of the conventional kind, not a single pretty
young weman. Above all the very
construction of the tale is original,
leading the reader as It does to
what seems the logical ending, and
just at that point starting up to
fresh flights, leading us on into
developments of character and destiny unguessed at before. For our
attention is held, and intensely held,
by the most skillfully managed suspense about Teta's search for her
nephew. Will she find him or not?
What will he be when she does find
him? We follow with impatient
curiosity her long search, described
with such astonishing verismilitude,
by train, on foot, through the Bohemian countryside, in the city
streets of Prague, now hoping, now
despairing, now fearing what her
persistence will uncover. Our expectation grows with every corner
turned by the plodding old woman,
toiling ahead on her aching feet.
When finally the denouement appears, the nephew is found, the explanation of years of mystery laid
out clear and bitter for us and for
Teta, any experienced reader thinks,
drawing a long breath, that this is
the natural conclusion, the only possible end for the plot.
On the contrary1; It is from that
point on that the story, without leaving the masterly realism in which it
has proceeded till then, begins to
put out from its wry stem rosy
buds of tenderness and love, blossoms cf the most exquisite spiritual beauty, until it reaches—logically, inevitably—of all things in our
grim and tragic times!—a happy,
happy ending which brings tears
of joy to our eyes. The visit of
Teta with her fellow pilgrims to
the Vatican is one long radiant
poem, heart-shaking in its loveliness.
And all through the narrative,
which appears to be reality itself,
set down just the way- it happened,
runs a subtle inner inforced, ineffable symbolism, only slowly, and
always wordlessly, revealing itself
to our minds and hearts. On the surface it seems to be primarily the
story of an old peasant, ignorant
beyond imagining, whose hard shell
of materialism breaks to bits under
the impact of the true holiness of
the young priest whom she meets
at the end of her life. But parts
of it will not fit into that simple
pattern. Why, since Teta is the center of the tale, and fills It full to
the last corner—why, the reader
wonders, did the author think it necessary to put a sort of frame around
the main plot by surrounding it
with the story of her employers?
They are gracious, cultivated, warmhearted Viennese, very pleasant to
encounter in a book or out of it.
Their fate is touching and full of
significance. But, after all, what
have they to do with Teta, who in
their employ kept herself so rigidly
aloof from them?
It is only after meditation on the
book or — always better—in talking
about ,'t with intelligent readers,
that the two parts come together
in one not-to-be-separated spiritual
whole. Neither one could have its
whole meaning without the other
as complement. What Teta was, her
amiable, well-to-do employers could
never be—and perished because
they could not. What she attained
in the end is more understandable
to us because before we knew her,
we knew that agreeable, well-mannered, accomplished Austrian family, ephemeral as weeds besides the
deep-rooted oak of Teta's faith.

—that the gals at the zoo, especi—that Cap Johnny New should
know that he (oscar) can't be in- ally the freshman class, will be well
protected this year by self-appointtimidated.
■—oscar says—
ed MP's, and if you don't believe
—that Slim Somerville might be it, ask Col. Roberts.
big and bad (and righteous) but
—oscar says—
that he still should be more care—that he'd like to know who'n
ful about recognizing "the boys."
the hell is Brazeale.
—oscar Kays—

What Do You Think Of Clemson, Rat?
By HENRY SIMONS
J. O. Calhoun, Ringgold: "I like
it because of the swell bunch of
fellows up here."
R. L. Calvert, Honea Path: "I like
it because it offers some of the finest courses of any school in the
nation."
J. A. Wells, Greenwood: "I like it
because of the excellent military
training it offers."
D. F. Chalker, South Orange, N. J.:
"I like Clemson because everyone is
so friendly and willing to co-opW. D. Abercromble, Fountain inn:
"I like it because of the 'nice' offiE. T. Chandler, Olanta: "I like the
goods eats."
E. H. Greene, Greenwood: "I like
it because 'it's so peaceful in the
country'."
E. F. Carnell, Union: "I like the
way the upperclassmen 'cut' you
with a smile."
F. R. Casey, Fountain Inn: "I like
the fine officers that we have.
H. E. Cramdall, Clemson: "I like
it because it offers a good opportunity for the student in engineering."
S. B. McGowan, Frogmore: "It's a
darn good school and I like it fine."
S. A. Demosthenes, Beaufort: "I
like Clemson because there are no
women to bother you."
C. B. Pinson, Greenwood: "Ihaven't got any kicks coming.
W. C. Hunt, Seneca: "Just fine—
except that I don't like getting up
so early."
J. B. Hendricks, Clemson: "I like
it Partly because it's a military
school, anr partly because of its
splendid concert series."
W. C. Lynch, Edgefield: "I don't
like totin' upperclassmen's trunks."
H. G. Hurst, Chesterfield: "I like
everything except getting my hair
cut."

Rats Pull A Few New Boners;
Upperclassmen Still Initiate
By B. F. INDENT
This may not be the dumbest
class of freshmen Clemson has had,
but its close to It.
Upperclassmen are circulating
the story now about the freshman
that was using the new speaker system to razz the O. D. and the guard
detail. The O. D. was testing the
system and trying to find out where
one of the speakers was located.
The bright freshman insisted that
the speaker was in the Ag building
or the Textile building or the engine house. Colonel Breezy Breazeale finally got tired of the horse
play and took the mike himself.
The freshman still refused to talk
sensibly. "Do you know who I am?"

—oscar says—

—that he (oscar) is definately out
—that what with all the rumors
seething through the barracks, you of the RED for good, period.
—oscar says—
can't even tell if this column is
—that just in case there are some
straight stuff.
freshmen who don't- know who and
—-oscar pays—
—that even the Taps has a good what oscar is, you'll find out, he
(oscar) promises you.bunch of fellows on it this year.
—oscar Bays—
—that he (oscar) likes Ed Denny
—that he extends his most cordial
now.
greetings to papa A. W. Chandler
—oscar says—
—that some of the professors that arid mama F. S. Webster and all
use their mouthes more outside of the little so-andso's.
—oscar says—
class than they do in class may
—that Bill Bird has started out
be surprised someday, when comes
the revolution. Same applies to the in the groove again this year,
—oscar pays—
Army.
—that the guy who packed up
—oscar says—
—that if students can stay sober and went home as the first act ol
at Clemson, so can the faculty. his senior year might have someAnd he (oscar) hereby appints him- thing there.
—oscar Bays—
self as a committee-of-one to re—that the football team shore
port inebriated Ph. D's.
does look good this year.
—oscar says—
-—oscnr frays—
—that with fconor frats taps
—that he (oscar) has already
poised in mid-air, some citizens he counted thirteen new techniques of
knows is just plain going nuts.
pulling, and none of them bad at
—oscar eayp—
—that Charlie Wright is now all, either.
—oscar pays—
known as Three-Shot.
—that he (oscar) agrees silently
-—oscar sayB—
—that the boys with the boots with Colonel Pool when he says;
sho do look lonesome without then- "Why didn't you appoint more jubrothers around. But Mr. Little- niors that I know?"
■—oscar says—
john draws the line at animals in
—that man or mouse, he's going
barracks.
to fight for his rights.
—oscar says—
—oscar rays—
—that Captain Larry Coker must
—that our ball team is going to
really have it bad, to go all the finally prove that all men aren't
way to Turbeville to g#t mosquito created equal.
bites on the ankles.
—oscar says—
-—oscar says—
—that even rats should know the
—that he (oscar) wonders what legitimate stage from burlesque.
new highs some of the prices around
—oscar says—
here will reach if the war goes on?
—that either the bull Is better,
■—oscar sayB—
or his teach have evolved shock
—that most people don't realize absorbers.
the work the Commandant's Office
—oscar says—
does, and how fortunate we are
—that he (oscar) is a big, bad
in having such a competent NCO SENIOR now ! ! !
in charge.
■—oscar says-—
—oscar says—
—that now since its time for
—that Kirk McLeod announces a dances again he (oscar) guesses
prayer meeting in his room every that Sitton and the other snakes
Saturday morning at eight o'clock. will again be in their element.
■—oscar says—
—oscar says—
—that the rumor mongers are
—that the Saturday night freshagain in their element. And to think
that he (oscar) could get sucked in men stunt night smelled just about
as loud as any thing he has ever
on one the first day!
come in contact with.
—oscar says—
—oscar says—
-M,hat during one of
those
—that Taps man Alman should
speeches the 'leaders' made to the
rats, he (oscar) smelled a lsight come and take pointers from oscar
trace of the odor of hypocracy in when it come to the question of
Atlanta trips.
definite accents.

shouted the Colonel. "This is Brazeale." He got his answer quick
enough. "Who in the hell is Brazeale?"
One of the new battalion sergeant majors strutted into a freshman's room the other day, stripes
and all, to borrow just a little iodine, which he thought the freshman would be glad to lend him in
view of his military position. The
freshman gave him the iodine, and
then asked the all-important junior
whether he transferred from Carolina or Furman!
Then there's the one about the
first sergeant that found a bewildered freshman wandering
around
on
his
company. He

A. M. Herbert, Anderson: "I like
everything about Clemson."
H. G. Rollings worth, Great Falls:
"I like the good-looking girls around
here."
J. C. Putman, Walterboro: "I like
everything but the shortage
of
girls."
L. M. Coleman, Jr., Pamplioo: "I
like the military."
L. Z. Hall, Hartsville: "I like it because I have plenty of fun and get
a good education, too."
H. W. Kinard, Ruff in: "I like the
cooperation of the upperclassmen
and not having to comb my hair."
C. W. Herndon, Smoaks: "I like
the Clemson system of doing
things."
F. S. McKeown, Chester: "I like
Clemson because of the fine opportunities it offers."
' J. L. Hay den, Walterboro: "I like
the scenery."
J. R. Daniel, Greenville; "I like
the Senior Platoon."
C. S. Franklin, Chester: "I like
it because of the swell boys I have
met."
B. S. Carter, Beaufort: "I lika
it because we have the best company officers in school."
E. C. Cox, Russellville: "I like
everything except the 'chopping' on
freshmen."
J. W. Cooper, Laurens: "I like the
barracks life more than anything
else."

straightened the rat out and told
him how to get to his company.
Ten minutes later the same sergeant found the same rat wandering around the company again.
With infinite patience, he again directed the freshman to his room.
Fifteen minutes later the sergeant
went down the hall again.
The
freshman was still there going from
door to door, trying to find a lock
that would hit his key!
A very meek little freshman came
sneaking up to the mess hall door
exactly fifteen minutes late. The
snatch-boy on the door advised him
to get in there quick or he wouldn't
get anything to eat. "Where've you
been, anyway, freshman," he asked.
"I didn't know we were supposed
to eat!" he murmured softly.
Mrs. S. R. Rhodes, wife of Clemson's engineering professor,
S. R.
Rhodes, has recently presented the
Clemson College library with a
group of forty-five books. Included on the list are publications ot
fiction, science, culture, and textbook-.
Professor John D. Lane of Clemson's English faculty tells students that "the only substitute foi
keeping a textbook under
youi
arm is to keep it under your hat."
Elephants, according to some
authorities, are close relatives of
whales.
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College from its purpose and finally Nays 48, was cast in the Senate trees. There was in front of the
cause it to drift back to the or- in behalf of the acceptance of main college
building
a huge
dinary literary type.
the Clemson bequest by Lieut, pile of saw dust, which was haulWe were anxious to keep down Gov. Mauldin. It is well to state ed away by cadets who were givthe danger of Negro domination of here that after the bequest was en the privilege of working two
the school and at the same time to accepted by the Legislature, Gov. hours a day and paid at the rate
prevent the prostitution of the In- Richardson withheld his approval of eight cents an hour. The first
stitution to ends not intended by its by what is known as a "pocket uniform was of a jeans and cost
founder. None of the life trustees vote" thus preventing any action, $7.50. Board in the barracks waf
were known to Mr. Clemson, except looking to work on the supposed at the rate of $7.50 a month. (You
the three men who were then ad- new College for two years. The have no right to jump to a convising with him. Col. Simpson and seven life trustees had met at elusion because at that time s
Norris living in the neighborhood pendleton shortly after Mr. Clem- dollar had value packed
into
were well known to him. I had son's death, had organized, signi- every cent,) but even at that, an
never seen him before, and never fied their acceptance of the trust education could be obtained at
saw him afterwards. M. L. Donald- m legal form, and set about get- Clemson very much more ecohundred delegates. A state organi- Lands were purchased for experiTHE ORIGIN OF CLEMSON
son, John E. Wannamaker, and J. ting the estate into such shape, nomically than at any other
zation was formed of wnieh Capt. ment South of the City and two
E. Bradley, all of whom had been ^ to take the necessary action to school in the State. During the
COLLEGE
G. W. Shell of Laurens was made other experiment stations were esprominent in the agitation for an carry out Mr. ciemson's purpose, first few days following the openIn August 1885, I attended a President and I was elected Chair- tablished, one at Spartanburg and
Agricultural College were suggested with or without State aid.
Ing of the College, when there
joint meeting of the South Car- man of the Executive Committee.
one at Darlington. The farmers adand accepted by Mr. Clemson, and
i^e progress of the struggle was not anything more than, a
Col. Bowen a prominent farmer of Ior mastery between the two con- housing process of the
cadets,
olina State Agricultural Society
The agitation for a separate vocated a separate College, with
Pickens'County, whom I had never tending ideas of education, was there was some demoralization,
and State Grange at Bennetts- Agricultural College thus took form one experiment station at it, supseen, was the seventh man. It is watched with deep concern by all but on the whole order was good,
ville, S. C, in Marboro County, and the demands for it grew in ported by the twenty-five cents tag
well to note the personnel of the parties intersted in public affairs There was a small percentage of
as a delegate from the Edgefield volume.
tax on fertilizers. The establishment
original seven life members and to ln the state; Kad it became evi. "rowdies'* and a few expelled from
Agricultural Society. The depressCarolina of three seParate experiment staThe people of
South
tions
and the
remember
that at that time there dent that the choice of Gover- other schools who were
disined condition of Agriculture in were always eager politicians and
>
Agricultural Annex
were no factional differences in the nor Richardson's successor would clined to either discipline, self
South Carolina at the time with lt ^ almost impossible to start any to the University gave the oppostate. It happened in the alignment cause a bitter fight. It had been control or orderly habits. One of
the well night bankrupt condition movement for any purpose now, nents of the Aagricutulral College
in 1890 three of these men were my the purpose and work of the my memories which is very vivid
of a large majority of the farm- into which politics' will not enter sreat satisfaction, as they believed
supporters and three were not, and ..j^g-, to excite mstrust of m6 was the method of delivering the
ers, including myself, had caused sooner or later. So far as I was tney nad completely hoodwinked
the
e
le and
it is worth remembering that in Reformers and to cause timid peo- mail. Jule Shanklin, who was mame to think very deeply on the individually concerned there was
P °P
successfully sidefilltng vacancies caused by death ple to ^ very much alarmed ture and must have been at least
subject of farming as it was then no pities in this organization, but tracked those of ™. who advocated
among life Trustees since, that one over what was proclaimed as the twenty-one year of age, would get
conducted in our State
realizing that the Legislature alone the sepa^te school.
reformer, and two conservatives impending effort to "split" the on a barrel in front of the barM
I had begun the active practice could act ,and that we could acy advocacy of a separate Agrihave been chosen. No political in- Democratic party," though the racks and call out the names of
and study of Agriculture in 1869 complish nothing except with the cultural and Mechanical College
fluences or feelings were consider- friends of the Agricultural Col- the cadets and pitch the letter
and had made money up to 1881, co-operation and assistance of the which should be devoted exclusively
ed or involved in the selection of lege, always stood by the Demo- to that cadet. R. K. Lee and Carbut the lands which I was culti- state Government, the movement to technical - and industrial traintrustees thin or since, and while cratic ^^ organil;aUon m every ter Newman (C. D. Whitman,
vating were hilly and easily wash- naturally drifted into politics. At ing, combined, with such a curricuat times there have been some po- County, and when beaten as they who remained at the College just
lum
ed, and it became very evident to the same time there was a strong
of English, Mathematics, and
litical differences among the seven were in '86 and '88 they had mov- a short time) were largely inthe
me that our whole scheme of current of feeling looking towards
applied Sciences, as would give
life trustees, I do not feel that I ed. to make the nomination unani- strumental in helping the ComAgriculture was wrong. The lack reform in political conditions, which tne student a long start towards
am speaking two strongly to say
mous and smilingly informed their mandant organize the raw reiof rotation' and the
constant were unhealthy because of great making a living, as soon as he
that no one of the seven has ever antagonists, that they would try cruits into "squads". In a short
plowing of the soil leaving it bare dissatisfaction among the people graduated and had taken a deep
allowed his political bias to influ- again.
time Lieutenant Donaldson was
to the winter rains, could only who believed that there was a hold on the minds of the farmers
Ben R. Tillmon, Sr.
ence him in the slightest in any
of
The movement for the College putting the entire group through
result fh final and complete im- "Ring" in the state, in complete
the State, and also attracted
action affecting the College or its
had by this time broadened into "setting up" exercises and a litpoverishment on hilly lands, with control of our politics and disposed widespread attention among all
organization
and
management.
cla
many lin«s of reform in State tie later the whole corps was orresulting pauperism to-the land to ignore the common people or
sses of people, giving me great
Those who are trying to inject poliaffairs, and the agitation which ganized into companies. There
masses, and to direct and control Prominence and popularity.
owners. "
tics into its management now are
had acted as a tonic, coupled were four companies at first, A.
Knowing that I had devoted my affairs
from
Headquarters
in
I was invited to make speeches in
no friends to it and never have
with the organization of the Al- B. C. and D. By 1896 when we
best thought and energy to Agri- Charleston
and Columbia. The a gret many counties of the State
been. The establishment of the Agliance, had taught the farmers graduated, there were six. There
culture as a pursuit, I realized News and Courier at that time un- to which I had never been, and as
ricultural, and Mechanical Annex
their stregnth, as well as right were two preparatory
classes,
there was a lack of proper train- der the brilliant editorship of F. opportunity offered I accepted
in Columbia and two experiment
and the means of accomplishing "low" and "high" preparatory,
ing in my own education, which W. Dawson was the leading news- these and made addresses, thus exstations had caused the separate
and at least 25 per cent of the
their purposes.
had been cut short by the War; paper in the State, and in a way tending my acquaintance and knowschool agitation to die down, but
were
in preparatory
It is not my purpose nor is it students
and while I was far better edu- the most potent factor in our public ledge of conditions throughout the
it was only smouldering. The fire
necessary to enter into any de- classes. There were many of the
ated than many College grad- affairs. This condition therefore re- State, and increasing the number
was not extinguished. The Farmers
tails concerning the hot and bit- men I was associated with whom
uates I was woefully ignorant in suited in a disorganized movement of supporters of the Farmer's Colmovement association continued to
ter political fight in South Car- I learned to love, others whom
many essentials relating to stock by the farmers, to control the lege idea. Among those who had
hold its annual meetings and reitolina in 1890. The Agricultural I did not have particular affecraising and the cultivation of the Democratic State Convention which been reading the papers and thus
erate its demands. Mr. Ciemson's
College was one of the burning tion for, I learned to have high
oil as a means of livelihood. I was to meet in July, 1886, for the became familiar with the subject
will had become noised .around
Winston-Salem, N. C, June 17, 1941.
issues in that campaign and the respect for. Prank Breazeale sugarrived at the conclusion that we nomination of State Officers. Gov- was, Mr. Thomas G. Clemson who
among the leaders and his death,
and the signal triumph of the Rested to my section of our Class
needed in South Carolina a diff- ernor Thompson had resigned to was then living the life of a reDear Comrades:
April 6th, 1888, with the knowledge
people with the transfer of aU to take our first examination in
erent system to that 'in vogue, accept a place in the Treasury cluse at Fort Hill, Calhoun's old
that there was a large plantation
While at Clemson attending the reunion of the
the funds donated by the U. S. chemistry without help. Col. M.
d above all the young men under Mr. Cleveland, and Lieuten- home. As I afterwards learned,
and $60,000, in cash for the purpose
Class of 1896 "Little Joe Hunter" requested me to
Government to Clemson College. B. Hardin, the one man I have
and women of the Stave should ant Governor J. C. Shappard had upon visiting Mr. Clemson at his
for which we had been striving, was
write, as I recall it, of "the opening of Clemson Colthe Abolition of the Agricultural known in my entire life of whom
be trained industrially,
keeping succeeded to the Governor's office, request, he had long had in mind
the signal for reviving the demand
lege and the incidents attended, and I am glad of an
Department and technical educa- I would be willing to say, he held
f t in view that the head and was naturally a candidate to the necessity for the State to do
of the farmers for a separate Colopportunity to do this for several reasons. I am gotion are all of too recent occur- the balance as between his studould not supply the body, succeed himself as nominee of the something in the interest of induslege in full vigor.
ing to take advantage of this invitation to tell you
t'h t the hands and eyes, as Democratic Committee. He was op- trial and scientific education, and
In the mean time another State rence to need recapitulation here. «nts with a fine sense of justice
the story not only of the opening of the College but
the intellect must be Posed by Hon. John P. Richardson on the occasion of that visit I went
I>emocratirCon7e'ntio"n"had b7en The «re*t ™>rk which the College *nd never knew how to very one
8
has done is not denied by any- iota from duty, and had no favthe
part
played
by
my
father
in
the
foundation
of
trained together for the best re- who had been slated for the place to Pendleton, was met by Mr.
held in '88, in which the battle
one; and its future usefulness is orites; perhaps the cleanest, finth* College. I do this with natural pride but withsuits I believed the false svstem by the political clique which we had Clemson in his carriage, and carried
between the farmers and the
sure in spite of the opposition of est gentleman I have ever known
out a particle of ego. His services to the State of
of farming which our people had come to consider as the "ring".
to his historic home, "Fort Hill"
"Ring" was renewed; the people
its old enemies who seek to un- was an inspiration to all students,
South Carolina are already in the record and his rebeen following must be changed
The prominence into which I had where I spent the night,
wer becoming aroused to the neI
wish
I
had
the
faculty
of
dedermine and injure it, while pre- Lee was a tremendous influence
ward
therefor
is
well
known,
he
having
served
as
if there was to be any improve- sprung, by accident rather than
cessity of political organization,
tending to be its friends. I would over the cadet corps because he
Governor two terms and United States Senator for
ment in the financial condition design, caused those of my friends scribing the appearance of things
and control of the Democratic
at the old home
f J hn
Cal
not
have written this story to be was impartial and just to all.
almost
twenty-four
years,
and
there
has
been
erectof the Agricultural masses. I off- in various parts of the State who
°
°
°.
'
clubs.
The Court House rings
ed on the State House grounds in Columbia a monufound their hitherto undisputed P^lishlished at this time, leav- Frank Tompkins had a large inered resolutions in the meeting were supporting my demand for h™n as it then appeared and eoning it to see the light after I am fluence over the cadet corps, due
ment to him, so that my statement to you is more
advocating the establishment of technical and industrial education, lasting it with what appears at
sway jeopardized in many coundead, but the active agitation now to his usual ability, but his leadby way of detailed story and explanation.
a i^Sent of "t^e South Car- to expect me to take a leading part ^emson College today. Col. D. E.
ties and overthrown in many othership was not^always «»*££
I was born in 1878, thirteen years after the close
r going on in the State has caused
olina University for this purpose, in the struggle for the Governor's Norris, who had been one of my
me to feel that it is my duty to to discipline, though he
gradof the Civil War and two years after the redemption
T fide a speech in support of office. I was entirely green and strongest supporters in the advo'88 nothing prevented Richardfacts which the uated Captain of H. Company
of the State under Wade Hampton, from the reconrecall
some
the resolution which
attracted wholly lacking in experience as a cacy of a separate Agricultural Colson's defeat, except the fact that
■- and was highly respected. WiU
struction and Carpet Bag rule and debauchery. South
wide spread attention at the time manager of political forces, but I ^. and Col. R. W. Simpson, met
the man who we had chosen to younger generation
quainted with. They will interest Klugh, Captain of C. company
Carolina at that time was a very poor State. There
and which met the enthusiastic lent what support I could command me at Mr. Clemson s, (being mvlted
oppose him Jas. H. Earle, was un
all our oeoDle
had
a fine influence, as did
prevailed in the State as the principal industry only
„ .1 rf a sreat maiority of to my former school fellow and **
*"* to dinner), and the four of
der pledge to support Richardson's « pe pie.
^^ ^ my ^^
us s ent
approval of a great majority o
*
shaooard a citizen
P
***** the whole day in
agriculture. Little cotton was manufactured comparthe farmers present. Marlboro at mena, J. o. Jsnappara, a citizen
■>
renomination and his name was
talkln
College is well defined and un- of the class of 1898, John S. Gams,
that
* over the new project which
ed to what is done there today and no other manuwithdrawn after the balloting bethat tinTe
time, L
as it
it Is
is now
now, was
wa* in the of my own county of Edgefield. He ^ clemson
had m
mind
and
derstood by every intelligent law- The section marches were selected
facturing industries had come to the State to any
very forefront of progressive Ag- m a a way, was as cioseiy ainea
gan by his own brother, one of
which he unfolded to us. At that
yer in the State. The agitation by grades and since we were classiwith
noticeable
extent.
The
State
was
almost
purely
an
riculture in the State.
what was called the ring, as
the delegates from Greenville.
time Mr. Clemson had made a will
for the change in this condition "ed alphabetically, the name of
agricultural community. By 1888 there had been
The
resolutions were
voted Richardson, and was so considered;
Nevertheless, we came within a
which he showed me, in which the
has no good reason for its ex- Ben Robertson was often, in Junior
some recovery, because shortly after the war cotton
down by the delegates and I re- but Richardson opposed the Agri- scheme was
dozen votes of a victory without
istence and the friends of the and Senior years, read as section
"while Sheppard
outlined to make of
was
very
high
and
remained
so
for
a
few
years,
but
even having a candidate.
turned home very angry
marcher. I did not make very much
Fort Hil1 a sort of Mount
promised to support the idea, and
Vernon,
there was complete demoralization of labor; land
The struggle then turned to the College will see to it that neithmuch disgusted.
er old or new enemies do it any contact with mechanical students,
a place of Pilgrimage for those who
th
was cheap; agriculture as a pursuit was improvidentHaving failed to obtain the sup* together with his own popucontrol of the Legislature, and in
since I was pursuing the agriculadmired and loved John C. Calhoun
ly done, and owing to the Lion Law and high rates
port of the then leading farmers larity gave him a very strong vote,
the primaries the opposing fac- "^"ry- ■
tural course, but I roomed near Tate
and his political ideas. Col. James
of interest charged farmers, there was much povof the State who were at the head but.not enough to prevent Richard- m n of
tions were aligned over the ques(*) B. R. Tillman
Bradley, a lovable, vital type ot
son's success," and he was nominal°
Winnsboro, as I remember,
erty, many farms heavily motgaged and negro labor
tion of accepting or refusing to Jan. 18, 1912.
of the Grange. The State Agri
man, and Captain O. M. Pegula,
was the Trustee, with a board of
paid a very low rate of wage. They were predomcultural
Department,
and the ed by the Convention. The Ring
accept the Clemson bequest.
It
The College opened in July, j a]ways had affection for. As I look
ladies as Regents, to bt chosen by
inantly the labor used, but there was a large numState Agricultural Society, I set thus triumphed.
might as well be understood that 1893, approximately four hundred back after forty-five years, I can
Mrs. Rion, to direct and control
ber of whites who owned no land but "rented" and
to work to map out a scheme for
The Legislature which was electthe friends and supporters of the young South Carolinians seeking see there was being formed at
the property, and take of it in
"share cropped," eking out an existance, rather than
consummating the purposes
I ed was also antagonistic to the
South Carolina College and Cita- an education, arriving at Clemson cjemson by this early corps oc caperpetuity.
a livelihood. Of course there were some prosperous
had been advocating. To wit. the -separate College idea, but the curdel, the two then existing State to be assigned to rooms in the dets a definite idealism, fostering
Mr. Clemson talked over this
planters and some successful business operations,
establishment of a technical and rent of feeling was so strong that
Institutions of learning, were bit- barracks, organised into classes worjc integrity, good faith and loyindustrial school in South Car- the politicians who were in control scneme wltn us' and mentioned his
but as a whole the State of South Carolina was at a
terly opposed to the separate Ag- and begin their work and to re- ajty jt was then and is now characindustrial school in sou
ct>mDelled desire to establish a Technical and
low ebb, as a result of the War and the reconstrucolina and began the discussion of of our State affans felt compelled
ricultural College idea, seeming to ceive military training. Lieuten- teristic of Clemson. Once a cadet,
the Question in the columns of the to do something with the result that ^dustnal
School, such as I had
tion period incident and folowing,—we might say
fear that it would result in the ant T. Q. Donaldson, U. S. A., aiwayS loyal and devoted. The corps
the question_int
University was broadened been advocating, and gave that as
the community was partially, at least demoralized.
death of these two institutions.
was at the College as Command- 0f caQets has grown from four hunan
News and Courier in a series o
explanation as to why he had
Agricultural and MeIn 1886 Benjamin R. Tillman conceived a dream to
letters advocating a separate Ag- to embrace an Agricultural and Me
Another inexplicable source of ant. Dr. E. B. Craighead was dred to twenty-four hundred, and
cultural and Mechanical
Col- chanical course, the very thing -^djne^vtoit * m" ** lde^
rehabilitate and to revitalize the State of South Caroantagonism
arose
among
the President. There were
a good there isn't a community in South
lina by educating the poor youth of the State agrilege. Putter
investigation
and which I had advocated at Bennetts- ^n°t ^J^^™^
friends of the denominational Col- many boys ,who came to Clemson Carolina which has not felt its inW0Uld
ursue
culturally and to make an opportunity for training
study had taught me that the ville, and which had been disdain- ™™^.™iT..
leges, who argued that a school at its opening who had had some fiuence. The original life members
AP
the influence but the thought of a great Agriculthe young women in normal and industrial ways. His
such as we advocated would in- military training and these could 0f the board of trustees selected by
joining of an Agricultural Annex fully rejected, by
tural and Technical Institution
theory was, there could not be education without
to an older Literary University which controlled the /Bennettsville
evitably militate against the sup- be and were very helpful to the Thomas G. Clemson and others
grew on him. Such was my convictraining the coordination of brain and hand. His first
port of these Institutions.
They Commandant in organizing the elected* by the legislature, was a
had proven a failure in almost meeting
tion of the strength of the Agriseries of letters outlining his program was written
The original land script fund, degave as a reason that the Uni- corps of students into a batallion band of South Carolinians loyal to
every case where tried in the
cultural College idea, that I felt
to the Charleston News Courier in 1886, when I was
versity being better equipped and of cadets, and our own beloved the core, to every good interest for
United States. The Michigan Ag- signed for Agricultural and Me- willing to guarantee the State of
but twelve years old, but I can distinctly remember
of a broader type than the de- classmate, R. E. Lee, became Sen- rebuilding the State. Col. Bradley,
ricultural College at Lansing, and chanical Education under act of g^ Candina WQuld accept the
my reaction to these, because I wasNhis mail carrier
nomination Colleges was sufficient ior Captain and he remained Col. J. E. Wannamaker, Col. Bowen,
the Mississippi Agricultural Col- Congress of 1862, had already been property and begin ^ wQrk of
and
road
three
and
one-half
miles
to
Ropers
Cross
and declared there was no need Senior Captain for the four years Col. R. W. Simpson, Col. D. K.
lege at Starkesville were so
far donated; one half to the Claflin bu
^
^
^
^
& CoHege
Road three times a week to get his mail. He subfor another State College. They of my cadet life.
Norris, M. L. Donaldson and my
in advance of any of the other University and the other half to ^^ hg make ^ ^^ &t
scribed to several papers published in the State, and
had attacked the South Carolina
The College buildings had just father, Ben R. Tillman loved the
hybrid institutions, that I ap- the South Carolina University, and ^^ and z recal] begging hjm %Q
to the Atlanta Constitution, to the Youth's CompanUniversity after the overthrow of been completed btu the incident college with passion, and in the
pealed with all the power I pos- the Hatch fund of fifteen thousand ^ ^ ^ yearg brightened and
ion, etc., and to me, a boy who had never been out
the carpet bag Government in '76, litter and scraps of lumber, etc. days of its conception and building
sessed for the founding of a sim- dollars donated for experimental made happy watching tne consum.
of Edgefield County, except across the river to
clammering against free tuition were on the campus and had to they fought for it with courage and
liar institution in South Carolina, purposes by the United States was mation Qf hig cherished plan; but
Augusta, his receiving so many letters, so much mail,
but were unable to prevent its be removed .Clemson College con- faith in the future, which must not
My letters in the News and also given to that College. An offi- he was the most suspicious man in
made a profund impression. Here is his own story of
being reorganized and re-opened, sisted at that time of the main be forgotten, and in the years to
Courier, written November
and cer of the U. S. Navy, Lieutenant regard to lawyers and the dangers
Clemson College, dictated in 1912 and signed by him.
They felt that as the proposed college building,
one-three-story come let those who benefit by the
December ,1885, received tne en- J- E. Edwards, was detailed to es- of getting involved in law suits I
Agricultural College was intended barracks, the chemical
labora- toil and sacrifice of these men redorsement of many hundreds of tablish and teach the Mechanical hay=e eyer metj &nd nothing we
B. R. TILLMAN, JR.
mainly to teach poor boys along tory, the mechanic hall, the ex- member to cherish their memories
men from all over the
State course. His department was install- could say fflade any tapresston on
whom I had never seen, who ed in the large brick building south- hjm ^ takg immedlate action, But his will so as to carry out his new self perpetuating and thus make practical lines, it would prevent periment station, the infirmary, and recall of ten that they were real
wrote me to encourage me; and west of the S. C. C. campus, known he ^ accept ouf suggestion in re_ purpose the same I had been ad- it impossible for an adverse Legisla- many students from attending de- the dairy barn, a small horticul- builders who dreamed of enlighten.
the result was, calling a Farmers as Science Hall. I will say in pass- gapd tQ what disposition he snould vocating as they were so nearly ture to shipwreck the College, or nomination Colleges and thus de- tural building and residences for ing a State, reinstating agriculture,
Convention to assemble in Colum- mg that Mr. Edwards was a very m&ke Qf ^ property at his death similar that there were only slight make it a school to which Negroes stroy them. The "Ring" having the professros, a plant compar- coordinating t
bia to take into
consideration worthy and competent man and as and wg talkgd the whQle matter N differences as to details. Having in would be admitted.
a large number of the hold over atively small to what is there to brain and the heart, and to phrase
far
could be done made a fine
Another reason which our recent Senators, the victory for the ac- day. There had been no grading the words of one of them, "The
the whole guestion of the man"
over, Col. Simpson making memo- view the possible danger of the
agement of the Agricultural De- start in teaching the Mechanic Arts, randa> ag he wag requested to write Negroes, who are so largely in the experience with the Legislature ceptance of the Clemson bequest of fields or leveling off of the State belongs to us all we °elon«
partment and the betterment of but thef wer€,none ^^."^l^ the will and bring it to Mr. Clemson majority in our State, at some time made us urge the life trustee-idea by the general assembly was a hill sides and most of our drill- / to it.
of brain and brawn and
tions of any change in the curri- at his earliest convenience.
getting control of the State Gov- strongly, was the fear that a Board difficult thing to achieve, and the ing
was done
on the parade in us^
the farming interests.
culum or
April
development
of
the
Agriernment,
we
suggested
the
scheme
wholly
controlled
by
political
indeciding
vote
for
the
bill
which
ground
in
front
of
the
main
colheart."
Messrs. Simpson and Norris joinThis convention met in
«. K .TILLMAN.
1886 and was attended by over two cultural side of the University. gd with me ^ ^g^g him w cnanoe of seven trustees, ■ who would be fluences might warp and twist the had passed the House, Yeas 67, lege building, since planted to

4fe« ^4e 4i>ut 'lime—

Senator Tillman's Activity In
Making Clemsoris Hope Of
Scientific Education Grow

Son Reveals
Fath ers Role
In Foun d ing
Clemson
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Tigers Take On PC Here Saturday
By LARRi COKER
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Comes September and it's back at school—for the^ last
time—and back on Trailing the Tiger for another session
of bull et. al. of and about Clemson's athletes and the
athletic teams which they make up. It's been a long summer and a good one, broken only by six weeks of army
life such as Uncle Sam serves to his corps of future reserve officers.
Football season is here. We don't have to tell you that
because you've been talking, reading, and hearing plenty of
the pigskin sport for quite a while now. There has already
been more than enough speculation on whether this or that
team will be stronger or weaker than last season, and on
who are the players to watch for all-star selections and
outstanding performances. Sportswriters all over the country say that Furman is to be the team to beat in South
Carolina and the Southern Conference. Some say Duke
and North Carolina are destined to lead the loop—that Boston College will again present one of the nation's outstanding gridiron aggregations—that Tennessee's vaunted
Vols are in for a rough year—and around Columbia they're
saying that this is Carolina's year at the state fair classic
—but we say—don't count Clemson's Tigers all the way out.
Pre-season dope indicates that the Tiger first team
will be strong—very strong—but the team's weakness
is figured to be in reserve power. Heretofore Head
Coach Frank Howard has followed his predecessor,
Jess Neely's practice of using the two-team system for
the offense. If what the wise ones have concluded is
true this shortage of reserves plus the new substitution
rule may tend to break up this policy. Clemson has
been hit hard by the loss of several of last year's
stars by graduation and to the army, but against Presbyterian Saturday Coach Howard wil have 17 lettermen back in uniform.
FIRST STRINGERS
Of the lettermen returning, the "so-called first team
claims ends Blalock and Chipley; tackles alt-captain
George Fritts and Cagle; guards captain Wade Padget and
Tom Wright; centers Charlie Wright and Hugh Jameson;
and backs "Cotton Bowl" Timmons, Booty Payne, and Marion "Hawk" Craig. The wingback position will be between
two sophomores, Marion Butler and Harry Franklin.
There's not much that hasn't been said about Jumpin'
Joe Blalock. He's made all-Southern and all-State twice in
a row, and in addition was named ail-American on Hearst's
Newspapers dream team; Eddie Dooley's all-American
first team; the UP all-American seacond team; and his
received nation wide notice as one of the pre-season favorites to cop the top football honors. Joe's versatility is
known all over the country, and paired with Chipley—well
—we can't see a better pair of flankmen anywhere.
Going on with the probablye starters ... At the tackle
posts the likely choice will be the team of Fritts and Cagle.
Everybody knows "Bobo", he's the boy who has been playing on Joe Blalock's-right for three years now (they played rat ball together), and the same Tennessee hillbilly who
has gained recognized throughout the country- for his post
two years of outstanding varsity play. Fritts has been
named on numerous all-star teams, and as a senior you'll
hear a lot of him. John "Bully" Cagle, as rough 'n tough
guy as you'll find anywhere, will care for the other spot.
Cagle made his letter last year while serving in a reserve
capacity.
Tiger captain Wade Padgett and big Tom Wright
seem set for guard duty. "Chunk" or "Pancho", as Padgett is known to the members of the squad, is a living
example that perseverance pays. He started working
and hitting hard as a freshman and now he's on top
of the heap. Tom Wright never played football before
coming to Clemson, but to see him in action now you'd
never know it. Another candidate that best not be
counted out of that guard plav is Marion "Footsie"
Wood.
Centers Charlie Wright and Hugh Jameson have been
having something of a battle for the starting berth. Wright,
generally conceded to have the edge, has been out sick from
an overdose of old Sol's rays fo ra few days and Hugh is
making his bid—a very strong one.
The army believes in athletics, and they give every
man the opportunity to participate in the sports of his
choosing. We learned this at camp along with a score of
other things. Anyway, the point is, Colonel Pool and Dr.
Poole are joining with Freddie Kirchner, Clemson's intram. ural athletic director, in an attempt to make every Clemson cadet an athlete. They don't expect to make stars out
of everyone, but they do expect every cadet to take part
in some phase of athletics even if said cadet only trots
around the Tiger track two or three times. Kirchner says
he's not worried about the big football player, they'll get
plenty of exercise, but the little fellow is who needs the
prod. We're suggesting that everyone do everything he can
to cooperate with his company A&R officer—They have a
swell program planned and they there to help you.
ODDS 'N ENDS—From the looks of things this year's
edition of the profession Charlotte Clippers of the Dixie pro
league is gonna be well stocked with former Clemson football talent. Three members of the Tiger Cotton Bowl
champs of 1940 have already signified their intention of
taking a hand in the Clipper's destinies. Red Sharpe, captain of the '40 Tiger team, Frank Deitz, all-state guard, and
Shad Bryant, wingback on the same club, are reported under contract. Furman's backfield ace of the same year,
Roten Shetley, who is now in the army at Ft. Bragg will
take the week-ends off to play with the same team
Saw
Hugh Webb, first string end on the '41 Clemson team- the
other day. He's working down at Sumter
Even with its
ROTC, Clemson's football team is suffering from losses to
the army. George Floyd, regular wingback last year; J. EL
Richardson, letterman guard; and Clayton Cargill, reserve
back, are all in the service. Now they threaten to take
"Pop" Locklair, currently playing a second-string end position
J. S. Mace, former sports editor of this "rag" and
captain of last year's Clemson rifle team, was back at the
old school looking around
The report that WARREN
WILSON, Clemson's southern conference heavyweight
champ turned pro, was stricken seriously by a mental derangement when gas fumes from a leaking burner over
came him can be regarded as a bit of an exaggeration. The
Patterson, N. J. hospital where he was taken reports that
his condition was satisfactory. Wilson who was training in
the Nova fight camp for his pro debute at the coming
LOUIS-NOVA PARTY in Madison Square Garden the 29th,
was captain of the '42 aggregation of Tiger pugs. A little
3tory behind this—Wilson although working for Nova and
Co. was taken care of in a hospital paid for greatly by
funds contributed by one Joe Louis
There has been a
lota bad knees around Riggs field where the Tigers are
working. Current cripples include Carrol Hambright, promising reserve tackle, and John Dickson, soph end from Anderson

PC Expected
To Use T-Plays
Here Saturday

Hosemen Resign
Themselves To
Fate, Tig Roars

Strenuous practices marked the Bengal workouts in
preparation for the PC Hosemen Saturday, and the
harder things to come. Here Sophomore John Cagle
takes a rest while a teammate works out on him. The
Tigers are as confident of victory as the PC'ers are of
loss.

INTRAMURALS BE STRESSED HERE
By BILL LEE
Freddie Kirchner, intramural director, said that the intramural
program should reach a new high
this year. The administration is
backing this important part of the
cadets curriculum fully and has
approved all events under this program.
The main object of this educational program is to prepare students to use their leisure time in
such a way that they will enjoy
themselves and also
receive
a
physical benefit. Among objectives
are:
plannin recreation activities for the week-ends, seeking to
educate students for the construction of.. leisure time, development
of physical fitness among the students through self-testing, activities, games, and sports.
The remaining objectives
are:
encouraging a finer morale in the
cadet corps through a well planned and executed student recreation program, setting-up situations through the medium of games
and sports where students
will
have opportunities to develop qualities of leadership, courage, cooperation, resourcefulness, stickability, and like needs, offering a varied and comprehensive program in

THE COLLEGE
CAFE
One Of
South Carolina's
Finest Restaurants

Will each week award a
free steak dinner to an
outstanding Clemson- College Cadet. George Cavalaris, owner, has announced this week's winner to
be:

CLINTON, S. p., Sept. 15 —It's
been many a moon since a Presbvterian college football team has
downed the Clemson Tiger, and
it may be ' many a moon yet before such an event takes place, j
but Saturday afternoon, September 20, is another "day" and thus
another try.
The Hosemen accept their role
as underdog, but they take it wi*n
the proverbial "grain of salt," and
they're out to fight a hard and,
they ate determined, a gallai.t
battle.
Lonnie S. McMillian has labored Hard and long with his
34
young gridmen, whose average age
is 20, but who make up for years
with an enthusiastic spirit the like
of which Clinton has not seen in
many moons past.
Coach McMillan is pessimistic
about his traditional opening encounter, however. He doesn't figure that his Blue Hosemen wU
rea^.i top form until mid-season,
he needs some reserve tackles and
reserve
quarterbacks,
and
his
backfield is very light.
The quiet, Versatile coach has
10 lettermen who're veterans of
struggles with Clemson in the
past, and their ranks are bolstered
by 24 sophomores and reserves to
make up a somewhat
smaller
squ&d than usual. Verne Church
and Rock Mitchell, both two-year
lettermen
veterans,
are
beira
banked upon in the backfield, aided by sensational little sophomore
triple-threat Herbert Rollins.
Presbyterian is going to have a
faster, trickier backfield than oefore, however, if pre-game pre-,
dictions are correct, and thev
may break the five-year-old jinx
which has kept the Hosemen from
scoring on the Bengals since 1935.
The first-string line is composed
of all veterans except for the center berth.
The Blue Stockings are still
smarting under the 38-0 defeat
handed them at the Walter Johnson day celebration in Clinton last
September, the third largest score
the Tigers have ever rung up on
the Hose.

which every student, who is physically able, will have the chance
to participate retardless of ability
or skill.
The Athletic and Recreational
Officers will be organizing teams
from their respective companies
this month for the all important
tag-football league. Besides the
three major intramural events of
tag-football, basketball, and softball there will also be a basketball foul shotting contest, track
and field events, relay running,
tennis tournaments,
ping-pong,
swimming meets, instructions lor
all non-swimmers, American Red
Cross Life Saving Courses, water
asketbali, tag football, tug-o-war,
wall scaling, fit to fight tests hikes
and outings, socials and dances,
archery, bowling, golf, horse shoes,
Just about any way you look at
rifle marksmanship,
badmington, it, the Clemson-V.M.I. game in
handball, soccer, and gymnastics. Lynchburg, Virginia, on September
27th is an out-and-out toss up.
Pre-season dope gives Clemson
one strong first team with weak
reserves; the same is true of VMI.
Clemson has End Joe Blalock bidding for All-America honors; VMI
has Backfield Ace Joe Muha plugThose Clemson College Tigers are ging for the national selections.
literally a bunch of small-town boys Lynchburg, the site of the battle,
playing big-time football. The lar- is a neutral city.
And besides all that, history says
gest city represented on the Clemson roster of 45 players is Charles- it's so. In past years Clemson and
ton, S. C, with a population of ap- VMI have fought eight gridiron
battles. Clemson has won three
proximately 70,000 people.
A great majority of the players, games; VMI has won three games;
however, are from the smaller there have been two ties. On only
towns of South Carolina, North one point is the footing unequal.
Carolina, Georgia, and Tennessee. In those eight games the Tigers
The total population of the home have scored 94 points to 80 registowns
of all Clemson players tered bv VMI's Cadets.
amounts to approximately 800,000
RIDE WANTED
people, or approximately the same
Wanted:—One ride to Rock
number of people as there are in
Hill early Sunday morning and
Boston, Mass., a city in which
return Sunday night.
Koom
Clemson plays this fall.
8-113.

Clemson-VMI;
Whose Gonna
Win The Game?

Clemson Gridders
Are All Small
Town Footballers

COLLEGE
CAFE

J. S. Branch, Clemson graduate,
class of 1936, and for' four years
instructor in shop work here, has
been transferred from the Infantry to
the Signal Corps of the
Army Branch, a reserve officer,
was called into service a year ago,
and is stationed at Fort Jackson,
S. C.

Only One Other
Home Game Set

Coach Lonnie McMillan is shown doping out a way to
beat Clemson, according to PC dispatches. PC is expected to use the Chicago Bear's T-Formation against Clemson Saturday. McMillan was Walter Johnson's chief

stooge before the veteran mentor became an army
major.

Tigers Will
Have To Make
Own Passers
By JOE SHERMAN
If Clemson's Tiger's have a passing attack this year—and the fact
that they have tossed 182 aerials
in the past two years indicates
they will—it will have to be developed from scracth. All
of this
year's backs combined have thrown
only 16 passes under < game conditions, and have completed only
half a dozen of those.
Two years ago all-America Banks
McFadden was doing the pitching and last
year it was
Ed
(Chippy) Maness. This fall it must
be Sid Tinsley, Booty Payne, or
Marion Butler, the latter a sopho-

A miniature edition of the spectacular Chicago Bears' T-formation
—at any rate, Clemson's Tigers
hope it is miniature—will be hurled
at Prank Howard's Clemson charges
when Presbyterian comes here Saturday afternoon, September 20th, to
christen a new football season.
Fair warning from the Blue Hose
camp at Clinton has notified the
Clemsons of a formidable aerial
attack directed by the good right
arm of triple threater Herb Rollins
and centering around the sticky
fingers of Lloyd Evans, Billy Calloway, and Joe McNeil.
The Calvinist communique throws
a hint of future developments in
the announcement that Presbyterian will be light this season, but
wide awake, exciting to watch, and
capable of surprises.
Mixed with the tricklness of the
T-formation, Presbyterian will offer
Sophomore Herb Rollins, a spirited
running, punting and passing ace
who has featured all scrimmages
to date. For quick-opening dashes
and ground-gaining sweeps at the
ends, Coach Lonnie McMillan-will
have the pigskin tucked into the
arms of speedy "Deider" McCommons.
Clemson is keying her powerful
running attack and devastating
aerial guns for the opening test.
By land the Tigers will call first
upon Booty Payne, Charlie Timmons and Marion Butler, with
Marion Craig handling the backfield blocking assignment, and then
upon Sid Tinsley, Harry Franklin
and Johnny Sweatte, with Norwood
McElveen leading .the way.
Clemson officials have called particular attention to the fact that
the Clemson-Presbyterian College
game on the 20th will start at 3:00
o'clock Eastern Standard Time.

more.
Of course there's fullback Char
lie Timmons, but he doesn't exactly count. Timmons has thrown
one, completed one. Against Purman last fall Timmons and Maness, both scheduled to handle the
ball on a pass play, dropped the
pigskin. Timmons snatched it up,
fired without aiming, and planked
a touchdown heave into the arms of
end Joe Blalock.
Sid Tinsley, one of the#possibilities, has completed three of five
passes; Booty Payne has connected twice on seven attempts; and
Charlie Timmons has his
one
thousand
one-for-one
average.
Butler, the sophomore, has yet to
feel the
pressure of a charging
varsity line, but he tossed with fair
precision as a freshman.
The receivers on hand gathered
in 26 heaves last year. Joe Blalock led the parade with an even
dozen and Bill Chipley, the other
end, ranked second
with five.
Clemson's total gain on passes in
The production of maple syrup
1939 was 621 yards; in 1940, 592 in Canada in 1941 Is estimated at
years.
2,276,400 gallons.

Telling The Story
Of A Changing State
Today South Carolina is assuming a new role of importance in the changing affairs of the nation. Sleek
new destroyers are being launched on the waters of
Cooper river; a huge new shipbuilding plant is being
erected at Charleston to fashion merchantmen for
America's service; the $57,000,000 Santee-Cooper
project is almost ready to begin its mighty work for
industry; thousands of men are being trained in
camps and in maneuvers in South Carolina for a vast
new army; and millions are being spent in our state
for defense.
The glamor of a new era in Charleston, in South Carolina, in America, and in the world is reflected in the
columns of The News and Courier. With the world's
greatest news services pouring thousands of words
into the office each hour, with special correspondents
in Washington, Columbia and South Carolina towns
and villages, this paper is superbly equipped to keep
you completely informed and entertained.

134 Meeting St.

Charleston, S. C.
Established in 1803

MEAL TICKETS
$5.50 For

$5.00

$3.25 For

$3.00

BOWL AT
CLEMSON

Brigade Commander
Kennon Breazeale
We think that he deserves
a free steak dinner and a
clipping of this ad will
pay for it.
Watch this space each
week for the cadet of the
week—the winner of a
steak dinner.

We Use Western
Meats Exclusively

THE COLLEGE
CAFE
CLEMSON'S
FINEST
RESTAURANT
George Cavalaris, Owner

AND
KEEP
YOUNG
If you want to fee Hike a
"Kid" again—ff you want
to get rid of surplus fat
and harden up flabby
muscles . . .
GO BOWLING TONIGHT
IT'S FUN
DUCK PINS
Wp Before 6 P.M. 4 An
** 2 for 25c after lw^

INGRAIN'S
BOWLING CENTER
LADIES JNVITED

L. C. MARTIN
DRUG CbMPANY, Inc.
P. S. McCOLLUM, Owner.

The Official College Book and Supply Store
Complete Line Of College Stationery
College Jewelry—Pennants—Stickers—Novelties
TERMS: Reasonable If Desired.
RADIOS—Priced Right
TERMS: Reasonable If Desired
A Wonderful Variety Of Nationally Advertised
Merchandise For You To Select From
STUDENT CHECKS CASHED . . .
NO EXCHANGE CHARGED
Make Our Store Your Headquarters
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International Poultry Congress To Convene Here Next Summer
256 Delegates
Will Meet Here
For Convention

Rat Hop Sponsors

Jungaleers Promise To Be In Groove
This Year; Rat Hoppers Will Sample
Band's Juke Box Jive Friday Night

First In South
In Ten Years
The 1942 annual convention of the Poultry Science
Association, an organization
composed of leading figures
in the poultry field in both
the United States and Canada, will be held at Clemson
during the first week in August, Professor C. L. M.
Morgan, head of the poultry
department here, announced
this week.
Dr. D. C. Warren, president of the association who
is research professor at the
Kansas Agricultural College,
will be in charge of the conference. Dr. W. A. Maw, of
MacDonald College at Quebec, Canada, is secretarytreasurer of the organization.
Mofe than 250 delegates
will represent state agricultural schools,
experiment
stations, and various departments of agriculture from all
over the United States and
Canada, Professor Morgan
said.
The program will consist
of scientific papers, covering
the entire range ofpoultry
production. Papers and discussions will probably be
scheduled on nutrition, production, breeding and diseases of poultry.
The conference was held
htis year at the, Oklahoma
Agricultural and Mechanical College at Stillwater.
Oklahoma.
The meeting at Clemson
next year will be the first
held in the south since 1929,
when the association convened at Auburn.

Here are the sponsors who will preside at the Annual
Rat Hop given in honor of the freshman class which
will be held in the Clemson Field House Friday and
Saturday nights. Miss Carolyn Nicholson, of Winthrop,
wlil sponsor for CDA President Jake Colvin; Miss Dorothy Douglas, Augusta, for Treasurer Jack Klink; Miss
Emily Platt, Conway, for Publicity Director John New;
Miss Fritz Rigby, Winthrop, for Decorator Gilbert
O'Brien; and Miss Margaret Burgess, Sumter, for Placing Chairman Kirk McLeod. Not shown in the picture
is Miss LaNelle Penny of Sumter who will sponsor for
Floor Chairman Olin Dorn and Miss Mary Smith of
Greenville for Decorator Ed White.

Tiger Subs To
End This Issue
Tiger subscribers who are not
IPTAY members or who have not
already entered their subscription
for this school year, are warned
that this is the last Tiger they will
receive until a new subscription
is entered. The subscription price
is one dollar.

Clemson Cadets Are Always
Welcome

MAYFATR~GRILL
MAIN STREET

By JUDSON CHAPIN
«•
After a summer of complete inactivity, the Jungaleers will make
Leaving
their first appearance this weekend at the Rat Hop.
Lewis Cox, Jungaleef
leader,
has whipped his boys into shape
with a few intense rehearsals, and
i° the sounds eminating from with
in the Jungaleer band room are
any prophecy of things to come,
the jitterbugs had better limber
up*
The JungaJeer library of arrangements,
well stocked* as it
already is, has a new line of the
latest hit tunes.
Arrangements
such as Tommy Dorsey's YES INDEED; Harry James THE ANSWER
MAN; Charlie
Spivaks
HEY!
SIT DOWN BUD!;
and
many others.
With the entire original brass
section returning for duty, leader
Cox has an organization which he
says is the best group of instrumentalists in the history of the
Jungaleers. The setup has three
new faces all of whom are most Lieutenant-Colonel Glen D.
promising. Joe Dukes, a
junior Hufford this week retired
from Orangeburg, on tenor sax; from the Army with a servand M. D. Harris, freshman from
LaGrange, Georgia, on third sax. ice record of twenty - seven
The band this year will feature years. Colonel H«fford was
vocalists and novelists and novel- Assistant Professor of Mility numbers by .the orchestra.
tary Science for the past
The Jungle "cats" began their
rymatic year Wednesday night three years.
when they played for the faculty reception and will also play for
the Toccoa Woman's Club tonight.
The complete lineup of the band
consists of Bill Whisnant .first
sax; M. D. Harris third sax; G. E.
Williams, fourth sax; Lewis Cox,
second sax and leader; R. D. Day,
first trumpet and Manager; Clyde
Culler, secon dtrumpet; "Bucket''
Ellebe, third trumpet; Lizzy Simmons ,first trombone; "Ma" Perkins second trombone; Joe Dukes,
drums; and George Aull, piano.
Copies of The Students* Handbook, published annually by student members of the Young Men's
Christian Association of Clemson,
has been distributed to all freshmen entering the college in September, as well as to new students
in the upper classes, according
to an announcement by Harry
Sturgis, editor-in-chief of
the
booklet.
Th* Handbook, divided into six
sections, ' contains information on
the various schools, a section of
general information and advice to
Allotments for Civil Aeronautics freshmen, a military section, inAdministration Civilian Pilot Train- formation on the YMCA, a section
ing for Clemson will consist of devoted to publications and honor
twenty cadets in the primary flight fraternities, and a section on athinstruction and ten cadets in the letics which contains a list of
secondary instruction, ground school Vootoall yells and songs. A cominstructor R. E. Gee announced plete map of the campus, with a
last night.
key locating the various buildings
Applicants
under twenty-one and faculty residences, was includyears of age must obtain the writ- ed.
ten consent of parents. All must be The book carries illustrations of
between the age limits of nineteen the insignia of cadet officers, a
1941 football schedule, and picto twenty-six years.
Candidates for primary instruc- tures of the YMCA building, the
tion must have acceptable credits Y cabin, and administrative offiof one year college credits. All cers.
cadets are required to pass a comprehensive physical examination.
Seconday instruction is open to
sion Director D. W. Watkins, an3 those who have successfully comMr. Ben P. Robertson, Sr.
pleted the primary course and have
finished half of the required credits for a college degree.

Clemson Record
Excellent In
YMCA Handbook Defense Service
Distributed .
To All Cadets

Twenty-Five Men Quota Of Thirty
Mark Thirty Year Announced For
Service Record Pilot Training
Twenty-five members of the
faculty and college oficials have
served un ceollege for at least thirty
years, according to the
YMCA
news-letter.
Those who have made this record are Professors J. E. Hunter,
W. W. Klugh, R. E. Lee, C. C.
Newman, S. M. Martin, D. W.
Daniel,
M E. Bradley, A. G.
Holmes, A. G. Shankltn, P. H. H.
Calhoun, W. H. Mills, W. B. Auli,
S. B. Earle, R. O. Peeley, J. H.
Mitchell, S. R. Rhodes, J. L. Marshal, J. H. (Bud) McHugh, H. C.
Goodman, and D. N. Harris.
Other
college officials
are
Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn,
Treasurer S. W. Evans Agricultural Editor A. B. Bryan, Exten-

ANDERSON, S. C.

SPANISH LESSONS
WILLIAM C. ROWLAND
COMPANY

Given By Native Spanish Teacher With
College Teacher Experience

Tests have proven that we have the most durable
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.

Dobbs Hats

Manhattan Shirts

ANDERSON'S FINEST

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST

SULLIVAIVJ
HARDWARE CO.

MURCHISON'S INC.
Main at Earle

—AT—
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Anderson, South Carolina

Anderson, S. C.

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE

For Men And Young Men

DRY
CLEANING
And

SHOE REPAIR
WORK
j; That Money Can ::
Buy . . .
COME TO

WELCOME CLEMSON CADETS
You will find the newest and best men's wear at

Anderson, S. C. Jack G. Craft, Jr., Mgr.
Member IPTAY
Also See Football Program and
Y. M. C. A. Handbook

For The Best

'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

Clemson Students Always Welcome
Special Parties And Banquets Served
Private Rooms

I FRESHMEN

"The Home Of Hart, Schaffner & Marx Clothes"

-»outh Carolina's Leading Store

CALHOUN HOTEL AND
COFFEE SHOP

<>

Learn to Speak the Language in a few
Easy Lessons
For Information, Phone 5182

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Another headache for the freshman of
Company E-l during orientation week.
Here they go in the proper uniform to
receive those physical examinations.

HOKE SLOAN'S

AN OLD CLEMSON MAN
Arrow Shirts—Crosby Square Shoes—Botany Ties

BODIFORD'S
DRY
CLEANERS

Captain Johnny Higgins and First Sergeant Sothern in front probably have
headahes too.

A &R Officers
Schedule Rat
Company Eyents

a 9 fopt wall, hand vaulting 5' 2",
high jumping 4' 3" standing broad
jump of 8', running broad jump
of 13', chinning 8 times, and
swimming 40 yards.
Among other things which were
discussed at the meeting was recreation and athletics for cadets
over the week-end. It is hoped
that cadets will be able to take
hikes, piay volley ball, softball and
soft ball.
The A. and R. officers for this
year are L. H. Hardin, P. A. Gregory, H. W. Burnette, A. V. Hooks,
A. E. Thomas, S .P. Phillips, J. A.
Botts, T. C. Breazeale, J. C. Epps,
J. W. Quinn, F. M. Fortunate, J.
T. Beckett, T. C. Hegler, G. W.
Ballentine. N. Garfinkle, G. W.
Butler, B. D. Free, J. F. Richards,
D. C. Herlong, and H. D. West.

At the first meeting of the Athletic and' Recreational Trfficers
held at seven PM last Tuesday a
list of freshman events were scheduled to be held during the next
month.
On September 24th. there will
be a freshman relay with all freshmen eligible to enter. The following Wednesday, October first,
a company volley ball tournament
will be held on four courts on
the quadrangle. Other events this
month will be the annual tug-owar tournament on the 8th of October, a swimming meet on November 1st. and a fit to fight
test which will be given at a date Demand for a recent department
not yet announced. This test in- of commerce report on use of the
cludes a 30 foot rope climb, 50 United states' flag in commerce
yard dash in 7 seconds, scaling necessitated a second edition.

In trie past nine months Clemson College has contributed fifteen of its staff to the nation's
armed forces and. twice prior to
graduation approximately 200 Clem
son ROTC seniors received notification from the War Department
that they would probably be called into service within 30 days.
A check-up here this week revealed that all classes of work have
been affected* from janitor to
associate professor. The only deferment asked by college officials
was the request that J. H. Sams,
associate professor of mechanical
engineering, be allowed to complete the school year. At that time
Professor Sams
was conducting
the ground school program for the
Civilian Pilots Training course in
progress at Clemson.
One member of Clemson's 1941
graduating class received an appointment in the regular marines
and five other graduates were re— SANDWICHES
COLD DRINKS
commended for advanced study at
the Quantico Marine base in Virginia. Six students who were eliFOUNTAIN SERVICE
gible for participation on Clemson's- 1941 football team have withdrawn from college to enter military service.
Clemson residents are also participating extensively in the home
defense company recently organized in Oconee County. Several faculty members and college workers are enlisted in this company,
captained by Professor L. R. Booker of the Education Department.
Those Clemson College employees of a year ago who are now in
the services of the United States
are: Dr. H. L. Hunter, associate
professor of the chemistry; engineering professors J. H. Sams, J->.
R. Ambrose, and G. A. Douglass;
assistant fertilizer chemist C. H.
Hollis; football coaches Bob Jones and Randy Hinson; B. E. G.
Prichard and Herman Lynn of
><Mi/ybyPepsl-l
the extension Service; County
agent E. B. Baskin, F. W. Cannon, arid J. L. Cochran; Associate
AMERICA'S BIGGEST- NICKEL'S WORTH
Professor of vocational education
H. S. Tate; English instructor JC. Stephens; and Assistant Entomologist J. G. Watts.
PEPSI-COLA is made only by PEPSI-COLA COMPANY, Lon? Island
City, New York. Authorized Bottler: PEPSI-COLA Bottling; Co., of
Anderson, S. C.
Latest Edition

CLEMSON BUS STATION
AND SODA SHOP

MILLIONS PR!22

(M@

On Fertilizers
Received Here
Agricultural leaders of this section this week received copies of
the last edition of Commercial
Fertilizers written by Dr. Gilbeart
H. Collings, professor of agronomy
at Clemson College.
The new edition contains approximately 100 more pages, twelve
new color pictures, and has been
revised and re-written throughout.
This text is in use by agricultural colleges throughout the United States as a textbook for students of soils and fertilizers.

FOR YOUR RECREATION HOURS
Airplane, Ship# Tank, and Auto Models,
Supplies, Balsa Wood, Cement, Sundries

The Anderson Hardware Co.
TWO STORES

Anderson, S. C.

